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End of screen share - how do you
get to Sovereignty?

It's not something that somebody
is just going to deliver to you, you
have to achieve Sovereignty
yourself.

The MOST important thing to
achieve Sovereignty is to learn to
stand in your power! THAT IS THE
SECRET... is that easy? Fu*ck no!
It's not easy.

If you really know your stuff and
you know your rights, and there is
no fear that you can do this, it's a
bit of a journey to get to there as
we know, but you can't be mean to
other people. You can't call a
policeman fat like I did one day.
I've learnt a little bit since then.
The more that we can stand in our
power, the more we learn, the
more knowledge that we have
behind us then the better we will
be at this

The "Laws" really are bluff. They
don't have the power. (Unless you
consent).

Know your unalienable rights.
Knowone has the right to impose
on your unalienable rights

3-minute video

George Carlin The Best 3 Minutes
of His Career
https://youtu.be/guQw3nSkXMY

Mind Mapping Software:
https://bit.ly/3wUdmmO

Intro

Thank you Katie for the
opportunity, platform and
encouragement

Disclaimer:

This story is really about my beliefs.
Maybe you will agree with them,
maybe you won't. But I encourage
you to do your own research

I'm going to talk about a world-wide
problem.

Overview

There will be some answers, but
they too may be complex and they
will definitely require some
learning and courage to put them
in place.

Your country has been taken over
by foreign power

Sheep story metaphor --- maaaaate

Power

They've been stealing our energy,
money and resources - birth rights

Deception

Ignorant

Pretend Laws

The ONLY power they really have
has been the consent of the
people

Consent or contract through
'presumption'

If we all withdrew out consent
tomorrow, they'd have nothing

Screen share #1

Unalienable Rights | God given Rights

Personal rights held by an
individual which are not bestowed
by law, custom, or belief, and
which cannot be taken or given
away, or transferred to another
person.

These are your God Given Rights

More on the slide Slide

Your Strawman LEGAL FICTION

Your Strawman Continued

CESTUI QUE VIE TRUST
"PROOF OF LIFE ACT"

Screen shot Slide

DELIBERATE BANKRUPTCIES

Slide Slide 2
Slide 3 - "They don't give a f*ck
about the pothole outside the front
gate"

VIDEO

to be placed - "Cestui Que Vie Trust"
https://youtu.be/WVydX6UnEU4 www.gmeiutility.org

CUSIP number commity on Uniform Securities
Identification Procedure

The mystery number that you need
to get into an account - stock
brokers and brokers would know
about it

You can't even give those
(unalienable rights) away let alone
"Fuckin' take them"

Your Strawman is a "Debtor" by
nature - you don't want to be your
Strawman

Who owns your trust in your name?
They opened it, but it's got your
name on it. They're the Trustee
and your'e the Beneficiary - but
they are not going to share
anything with you because you are
"lost at see" and the government
is controlling your trust.

Your life energy has been pledged
as collateral for a loan to your
country without your knowledge.

Birth Certificates where designed
to open your account and manage
you.

They keep the money away from
YOU.

What can a few powerful people
on the planet do with an excess of
money?

Keep you poor, busy, tired and 5
minutes away from bankruptcy so
that you don't have the time (or
energy) to question.

Screen share #2

Intro - what is about to be covered
in this section

"WORD FUCKERY" How they
deceive us with words"

What does Sovereignty look like?

Slide

https://bit.ly/3wUdmmO
https://youtu.be/guQw3nSkXMY
https://bit.ly/3wUdmmO
https://youtu.be/WVydX6UnEU4
http://www.gmeiutility.org/
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1. Intro

1.1. Thank you Katie for the opportunity, platform and encouragement

1.2. Disclaimer:

1.3. This story is really about my beliefs. Maybe you will agree with them, maybe you won't. But I
encourage you to do your own research

1.4. I'm going to talk about a world-wide problem.

1.4.1. Overview

1.4.2. There will be some answers, but they too may be complex and they will definitely require some
learning and courage to put them in place.

1.4.3. Your country has been taken over by foreign power

2. Sheep story metaphor --- maaaaate

3. Power

3.1. They've been stealing our energy, money and resources - birth rights

3.2. Deception

3.2.1. Ignorant

3.2.2. Pretend Laws

3.3. The ONLY power they really have has been the consent of the people

3.3.1. Consent or contract through 'presumption'

3.3.2. If we all withdrew out consent tomorrow, they'd have nothing

4. Screen share #1

4.1. Unalienable Rights | God given Rights

4.1.1. Personal rights held by an individual which are not bestowed by law, custom, or belief, and
which cannot be taken or given away, or transferred to another person.

4.1.1.1. These are your God Given Rights

4.1.1.2. More on the slide

4.1.1.2.1. Slide

4.2. Your Strawman

4.2.1. LEGAL FICTION

4.2.1.1. Your Strawman

4.2.1.1.1. Continued

4.3. CESTUI QUE VIE TRUST "PROOF OF LIFE ACT"

4.3.1. Screen shot



4.3.1.1. Slide

4.4. DELIBERATE BANKRUPTCIES

4.4.1. Slide

4.4.1.1. Slide 2

4.4.1.1.1. Slide 3 - "They don't give a f*ck about the pothole outside the front gate"

4.5. VIDEO

4.5.1. to be placed - "Cestui Que Vie Trust" https://youtu.be/WVydX6UnEU4

4.5.1.1. www.gmeiutility.org

4.5.2. CUSIP number

4.5.2.1. commity on Uniform Securities Identification Procedure

4.5.2.1.1. The mystery number that you need to get into an account - stock brokers and
brokers would know about it

4.6. You can't even give those (unalienable rights) away let alone "Fuckin' take them"

4.7. Your Strawman is a "Debtor" by nature - you don't want to be your Strawman

4.7.1. Who owns your trust in your name? They opened it, but it's got your name on it. They're the
Trustee and your'e the Beneficiary - but they are not going to share anything with you because you
are "lost at see" and the government is controlling your trust.

4.7.1.1. Your life energy has been pledged as collateral for a loan to your country without your
knowledge.

4.7.1.2. Birth Certificates where designed to open your account and manage you.

4.7.1.2.1. They keep the money away from YOU.

4.7.1.2.2. What can a few powerful people on the planet do with an excess of money?

4.7.1.2.2.1. Keep you poor, busy, tired and 5 minutes away from bankruptcy so that you
don't have the time (or energy) to question.

5. Screen share #2

5.1. Intro - what is about to be covered in this section

5.2. "WORD FUCKERY" How they deceive us with words"

5.2.1. "INCLUSIO EXCLUSIO"

5.2.1.1. Example

5.2.1.1.1. "Australia" does not include the mainland of Australia

5.2.1.1.2. Acts of Interpretation ACT 1901 - SECT 2B

5.2.1.1.2.1. We need "Citizenship" because we all "lost at sea"

5.2.2. Let's have a look at the word "person"



5.2.2.1. Person Slide

5.2.2.1.1. A "Person" is a COMPANY/CORPORATION

5.2.2.1.2. CHO Direction 55 NT

5.2.2.1.2.1. Since a "Person" is a company, so who does their legislation address?

5.2.2.1.2.1.1. It's actually addressing your STRAWMAN, not YOU, the living being - it's
called JOINDER "The action of bringing parties together"

5.2.3. GRAMMAR

5.2.3.1. English v's Ancient Latin v's Dog Latin

5.2.3.1.1. If Proper English and DOG LATIN are used on the same sheet of paper then there is
NO jurisdiction / correspondence between these two languages. The transcript is then
meaningless.

5.2.4. An example of grammatical Deception

5.2.4.1. Once you know what to look for you will find many meaningless govt documents

5.3. What does Sovereignty look like?

5.3.1. Slide

6. Mind Mapping Software: https://bit.ly/3wUdmmO

7. 3-minute video

7.1. George Carlin The Best 3 Minutes of His Career https://youtu.be/guQw3nSkXMY

8. End of screen share - how do you get to Sovereignty?

8.1. It's not something that somebody is just going to deliver to you, you have to achieve Sovereignty
yourself.

8.1.1. The MOST important thing to achieve Sovereignty is to learn to stand in your power! THAT IS
THE SECRET... is that easy? Fu*ck no! It's not easy.

8.1.2. If you really know your stuff and you know your rights, and there is no fear that you can do this,
it's a bit of a journey to get to there as we know, but you can't be mean to other people. You can't call
a policeman fat like I did one day. I've learnt a little bit since then. The more that we can stand in our
power, the more we learn, the more knowledge that we have behind us then the better we will be at
this

8.1.3. The "Laws" really are bluff. They don't have the power. (Unless you consent).

8.1.4. Know your unalienable rights. Knowone has the right to impose on your unalienable rights


